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Supplemental Results:
The CDK9 CTD heptad is modelled into the phospho-acceptor site, a putatively phosphorylated Ser2 is modelled to sit in the position equivalent to H 2 , in a largely solvent exposed site. As such, the structure does not immediately suggest how phosphorylation of Ser2 might disfavour phosphorylation of Ser5.
Supplementary Methods:
Viruses and Plasmids: Viruses and plasmids used for the expression of CDK9/cyclin T are as described (Baumli et al., 2008 ) . The plasmid used to produce GST-CTD encoded the following protein sequence (rpb1 residues cyclinT F176' and TAT F32'; CDK9 F336 to TAT K28'; CDK9 Y338 to cyclinT R51' and cyclinT W207'; CDK9 L339 to cyclinT R251' and cyclinT L245'; CDK9 A340 to TAT K28' and TAT F32'; CDK9 P341 to TAT A42'; CDK9 R344 to cyclinT K261' and TAT C26'.
